
'' Christ the Antidote regarding Death''

CHRIST THE ANTIDOTE REGARDING DEATH

Part 26.

The Fellowship of His Sufferings.

''That I may know Him and the power of His resurrection and the fellowship of His sufferings, being
made conformable to His death; 11. if by any means I might attain to the resurrection of the dead.''
Phil 3:10 MJKV

      The fellowship of His sufferings is actually in essence a death to the self life. It comes in many ways
''He is despised and rejected of men; a man of sorrows, and acquainted with grief: and we hid as it
were our faces from him; he was despised, and we esteemed him not.''  Isa 53:3 KJV.  But to get down to
the  - nitty gritty - of the application as to where we are today.  It is the recognising & giving our full
attention to the meaning of the identity of our two selves.  One our higher true or Christ self identity, as
differing from our lower false or mistaken self or identity.    

      ''That ye put off concerning the former conversation the old man, which is corrupt according to
the deceitful lusts;  23  And be renewed in the spirit of your mind;  24  And that ye put on the new man,
which after God is created in righteousness and true holiness.''   Eph 4:22-24. KJV.

Made conformable to His death.  

As we have many times mentioned that we have been  lowered  as in Ps 8:5-6.  Once God quickens us &
gives us that initial life & light, there comes a response from us, very similar to what happened to the ten
lepers,  only one returned with real gratitude.  He showed then & there that he was willing to put his
whole life & being into knowing & serving his Master-Creator.  In our case those of us who are into & are
desiring the third or Tabernacle experience there comes a higher dedication & suffering than ever before.
Why?  Incorruptibility is  at  stake.   When we first come to Christ  even though the full  revelation &
perfection are in us it has to be worked out in our 'CHOICE' walk with God.  As we move on & progress &
we  realise the truth of our  true identity as differing from our  false or mistaken identity, we begin to
realise as never before that all of what Christ taught us is happening within ourselves & that which has
had a natural application really has a spiritual meaning.  Aha!!  We begin to realise more fully that the
'kingdom of  God is  within  us'  & is  truly happening on the  inside  & that  all  the  activity  is  in  our
CHOICES within us. Now it would be good for us to know that when we refer to our true & mistaken
identities it is simply a deeper or third realm opening out of  Christ as differing from the  natural man,
'who cannot & will not ever understand or receive the things of God & is at enmity or an enemy of
God'  but even so I have good news, & that is that all flesh, the stubborn will of the natural man will one
day bow to the Almighty 'Love-will' of God.  Hear me!!  When God decides, it is done.  Phil AMP. 2:10-
11.  ''That in (at) the name of Jesus every knee should (must) bow, in heaven and on earth and under
the earth,  11  And every tongue [frankly and openly] confess and acknowledge that Jesus Christ is
Lord, to the glory of God the Father.''  Rom 14:11. Isa 45:22-25. Rev 5:13.  But at the moment God is
dealing with us as son's  'processing us.'  Our aim is of course hungering after the deeper things of the
Spirit or following the prompting of our higher true Christ self or identity this is our  CHOICE but it is
being contested by our unbelieving false identity, who cannot comprehend a completely healed body let
alone one of incorruptibility.  The first thing that I must be totally convinced of is WHO I AM . 

Therefore a Man shall Leave His Father and His Mother.

This is a quotation taken from Gen 2:24. God had just separated the female part of man from Adam, who
was originally made both male & female. Gen : 1:27.  Before they were even married God is giving them
instructions on leaving their parents, this is before the temptation.  Much could be said here & I would
never get to bring home what I have to say.  What we are actually being told is to decrease the importance
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of the idea that we are flesh & blood beings, whilst we think in terms of a flesh & blood identity we will
never reach our desired goal, it is a fact that we are, but the importance of it - must decrease & that THE
I  AM must  increase.   Our  TRUE  IDENTITY is  that  we  were  'created  in  Christ  Jesus  before  the
foundation of the world'  Eph 1:4.  First & foremost we are spirit beings & first & foremost our true
IDENTITY is  SPIRIT, our  true identity is  DIVINITY.  In this  Tabernacle walk we must  diminish the
concept that our now identity is flesh & blood.  We must concentrate now on the reality of our our ageless
eternal Christ being.  'I beseech you brothers & sisters that you present your body a LIVING sacrifice
which is  reasonable'  this  living SACRIFICE carries with it  the true meaning of leaving the  to date
importance of our earthly origin.  The true meaning of not only what is mentioned in the last heading but
also when Elisha mentioned to Elijah  '' Let me kiss my father and mother, and then I will follow you.
And he [testing Elisha] said, Go on back. What have I done to you? [Settle it for yourself.]''  also not
forgetting the numerous times that Jesus himself mentioned the leaving & burying of ones mother &
father.  The  real  &  deeper  concept  is  in  the  spiritual  application,  too  many  times  we  are  trying  to
understand the literal & not the allegorical or the spiritual, & may I kindly insert  here that if we are
taking the book of Revelation literally we will miss the  mark entirely.  Let our minds be SINGLE 'a
double minded man is unstable' this applies especially to us who are progressing to incorruptibility our
true identity is divinity & must be kept uppermost in our minds & spirits.  The priority of this Divine One,
or our true self is the one to be considered, if we are to manifest. 

The Priority of Paul.

''But no, rather, I also count all things to be loss for the excellency of the knowledge of Christ Jesus
my Lord, for whose sake I have suffered the loss of all things, and count them to be dung, so that I
may win Christ''   Phil 3:8 MKJV.  Not many of us have  resisted unto blood or as Paul was meaning,
physical harm or even death, for the Gospel in the western world  today.  As a comparison let us now
look at a little of the life of Paul.
      ''From now on let no person trouble me [by making it necessary for me to vindicate my apostolic
authority and the divine truth of my Gospel], for I bear on my body  the [brand] marks of the Lord
Jesus [the wounds, scars, and other outward evidence of persecutions--these testify to His ownership of
me]!''  Gal 6:17. AMP

      There is always a price to pay for revelation!!  ''Wherefore also, lest I should be lifted up by the
transcendence of the revelations, there was given to me a splinter in the flesh, a messenger of Satan,
that he may be buffeting me, lest I may be lifted up." 2Co 12:7.  CLV.  Before we continue no matter
what you have read before this on this subject, I do not believe for one minute that this buffeting was a
God inflicted sickness & in this article I hope to show you why.  If I am treading on any toes I am I am
not writing this to be contradictory.   Our theme is the   'fellowship of His sufferings & being made
conformable to His death'  When Paul speaks of – my infirmity – in the 30th verse of 2 Cor 11. this word
infirmity is from the Greek asthenia as found in [STRONGS # G769 ἀσθενεια  astheneia  as-then'-i-ah
From  G772;  feebleness (of body or mind); by implication  malady;  moral    frailty: - disease, infirmity,
sickness, weakness.]   It is interesting to note that its meaning is not always sickness but as shown it can
mean  a  moral  frailty  or  just  weakness.   Can  we  imagine  Paul  saying  I  will  take  pleasure  in  my
sicknesses, if you can, then I am sorry I cannot!!   If we can then why would we want to be rid of them?

My Infirmity.

The first time that Paul uses this word infirmity regarding himself is after a strong discourse regarding the
buffetings that he endured & is found in 2 Cor 11:23-30 & his words are   ''If I must boast, I will boast
of the things that [show] my infirmity [of the things by which I am made weak and contemptible in the
eyes of my opponents].''  It is an interesting fact that in conjunction with this incident, in Gal 4:13-15  We
read.  ''But you know that through infirmity of the flesh I preached the gospel to you before, 14  and
you did not despise my temptation in my flesh, nor did you spurn it. But you received me as an angel of
God, as Christ Jesus.  15   What then was your blessedness? For I bear you record that, if you were
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able, plucking out your eyes, you would have given them to me.'' Gal 4:13-14. MKJV. In first reading
this it seems like a forgone conclusion that he had something wrong with his eyes & I would definitely
concur, but was it what some have for so long thought.  When this incident happened to Paul he had just
come from Iconian, Derbe,  Antioch & Lystra, which are all part of Galatia.  Lystra is where Paul was
stoned & dragged out of the town & left for dead, but the disciples formed a circle around him & prayed
him back to life.  Acts 14:19-22.  Can you imagine what he must have looked like. ''But you know that
through  infirmity of  the  flesh  I  preached  the  gospel  to  you  before,  and  you  did  not  despise  my
temptation in my flesh,.... For I bear you record that, if you were able,  plucking out your eyes, you
would have given them to me.''   The word infirmity is once again asthenia as before once again can
mean   weakness.  The word  temptation    is again from  [STRONGS #  G3986  πειρασμος  peirasmos  pi-
ras-mos'  From G3985; a putting to  proof (by experiment [of good],  experience [of evil], solicitation,
discipline or provocation); by implication adversity: - temptation, X try.]------If we were to come into
contact with one that had just been stoned & left for dead I wonder what their eyes would be like.  Could
this be one of the brand marks or the 'the wounds, scars, and other outward evidence of persecutions'
that is mentioned in Gal 6:17. AMP.
   
      ''And by the transcendency of the revelations that I not I should over-elated, was given to me a
thorn in the flesh, a messenger adversary, that me it might  buffet, that not I might be over-elated.''
2 Cor 12:7 Diaglott.  Incidentally the true meaning of the word buffet is to     hit with the fist or to beat with
many blows.  Please allow me now to enumerate some of these buffetings.  I am taking this from the 2
Cor11:23-30 AMP, discourse.    ''I am more, with far more imprisonments, beaten with countless stripes,
& frequently at the point of death. Five times I received at the hands of the Jews forty lashes all but one.
Three times I have been  beaten with rods; once  I was stoned.  Three time I have been aboard a ship
wrecked at sea; a whole night & a day I have spent adrift on the deep; Many times on journeys exposed
to perils from rivers, perils from bandits, perils from my own nation, perils from the gentiles, perils in the
city, perils in the desert places, perils in the sea, perils from those posing as believers. In toil & hardship,
watching often through sleepless nights, in hunger & thirst, frequently driven to fasting by want, in cold
& exposure & lack of clothing. And besides those things that are without, there is the daily inescapable
pressure of my care & anxiety for all the churches! Who is weak & I do not feel his weakness? Who is
made to stumble & fall & have his faith hurt, & I am not on fire with sorrow & indignation! If I must
boast, I will boast of the things that show my infirmity by which I am made weak &contemptible in the
eyes of my opponents.''  

      Not one mention of any sickness in these buffetings. Why?  Because there were none, they were
BUFFETINGS not SICKNESSES.  As we read earlier one of the meanings of   infirmity is weakness. There we
have it from the mouth of Paul himself. 2 Cor 11:30.  Wuest, also tells us.  'I will boast of the things that
concern my weakness.'  As a matter of fact why would God heal Paul's eyes in Acts 22:16, & then later
give him Opthalmia or some other eye disease, reducti ad-absurdit or  ridiculous & preposterous & to me
to think otherwise is very, very wrong, but then again many are now coming out of the darkness of  Hos
5:15.   And light to many is now increasing.  Bless our wonderful God & Christ.  Who is the Healer & not
the giver of disease & sicknesses.     
      ''But the path of the [uncompromisingly] just and righteous is like the light of dawn, that shines
more and more (brighter and clearer) until [it reaches its full strength and glory in] the perfect day [to
be prepared].''   Pro 4:18 AMP.      [II Sam. 23:4; Matt. 5:14; Phil. 2:15.] 
      
      The main reason that I have said all of this is to show show the dedication of a wonderful man of God
who through all of the trials he was able to keep a single mind in it all, & is a wonderful inspiration to us.

To Us Today.

Some have mentioned that we should not write on any subject until we have lived it.  Now this may be
true to a point but what are we to do with a young man who is 50% deaf wears hearing aids, is believing
in his promise for  healing & has the courage to pray for the deaf & has a fair rate of success?   I happen
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to know that this is a true story.  Here we see faith involved.  The same goes for those of us who are
sharing on the Manifestation of the son's or the birth of the Man-child none of us are there yet, yet by
faith we believe it & share it.  'Wisdom is justified of her children'

What will a man give in exchange for his soul?   

I ask the question.  What would we?  Is there an answer?  Yes!  We must be willing to give up our
lowered self consciousness – or self life - in exchange for our higher consciousness – Christ life - or to
put it another way, we need to be willing to exchange our –  mistaken identity for our true identity.  All of
what  we  read  &  understand  regarding  Salvation  are  simply  analogies  or  illustrations  for  what  is
happening within us. The Soul must be willing to be subservient to the Spirit. The city that Abraham was
searching for – whose builder & maker was God – is not something found on the outside of us it is found
within, it represents our TRUE IDENTITY.  God's greatest creation, ''MAN'' is what he really is WITHIN.
We can take any of the Bibles illustrations even Hell & as seemingly & convincingly as it seems to be an
outward place, it is really a place within MAN.  Where do I truly live?  You live your life within!!  To
truly realise  that our experience is an inward one is a very freeing thing, but the fruit of the tree of the
tree of good & evil is the lie.  We are deceived if we are still running around for that which is on the outer
or literal & thinking & that this is the - A all or B all - of our experience.   If you are in turmoil your hell
is on the inside.  Can you not see it?  The whole experience of man has to do with his Spirit & Soul which
is within.  This is why Jesus said the 'kingdom of God is WITHIN.'  The spiritual concern that I have for
myself & others in the body is that by faith, in our meditations with God that we begin to meditate on our
true higher Christ self which is incorruptible & with God as our Helper & co-labourer working with us,
that faith will increase & the truth of the eternalness of our true self will prevail & thus an incorruptible
being shall emerge & a new Child shall be born & Christ who appeared once in a single membered body,
shall this time appear in a many membered body.  As the Holy Spirit overshadowed Mary & as a virgin
bore  a  Son  conceived  by the  Holy  Spirit,  which  is  an  analogy for  us  today,  so  too  we  are  being
overshadowed by the Spirit of God & WE will also give birth to a Son a many membered Son.  Also I
would add that we are all Virgins the soul has never yet been eternally impregnated by any other seed
other than Christ, it is impossible.  'The fool has  SAID – not believed -  in His heart there is no God.'
Another thing I would like to make  clear is that we are not trying to take the place of Christ, but we are
taking our place  in Jesus Christ.  God is now raising up a people who are manifesting His nature &
likeness. 

      Meister Eckhart, a very well known Bible expositor who lived in the 11 th & 12th centuries ably
wrote.  ''Of what point is it that if Mary birthed the Son of God in the history of her time, if we do not
birth our Son of God  in our life, & in the history of our time.''

1Thess 4:16 MKJV. ''For the Lord Himself shall descend from Heaven with a shout, with the voice of
the archangel and with the trumpet of God. And the dead in Christ shall rise first.  17  Then we who
are alive and remain shall be caught up together with them in the clouds, to meet the Lord in the air.
And so we shall ever be with the Lord.''  This does not mean so much as we have thought for so long a
physical  rapture  into  the  literal  clouds,  but  it  is  really  referring  to  a  raising  up  of  our  lowered
consciousness of a duality, up into a full spiritual recognition of a oneness in God of what is already in us
in  spirit.   A full  awareness  of  something  that  we  really  already  have  &  are,  DIVINE  BEINGS.

                                                              A Word of Wisdom.

''Till we all come in the unity of the faith, and of the knowledge of the Son of God, unto a perfect man,
unto the measure of the stature of the fullness of Christ:''  Eph 4:13 KJV.
      

      ''Notice that the scripture does not say that we are being brought into  individual perfect men and
women, one at a time, here and there. But unto "a perfect man."  This is why the Holy Spirit is placing so
much emphasis today on the corporate Body of Christ, and our need for one another. "No man lives unto
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himself."  We are all members of one great body, one glorious harvest, one anointed Temple of God. We
are all part of the eternal purpose of God in Christ Jesus, and partakers of the greatest plan ever devised
for the good of humanity. God himself paid the ultimate price to bring this about, and He will never,
never allow one jot nor tittle to fail.''   Bill Britton.

Is The Feud Over?

Eph 2:14 AMP  ''For He is [Himself] our peace (our bond of unity and harmony). He has made us both
[Jew and Gentile] one [body], and has  broken down (destroyed, abolished) the hostile dividing wall
between us, 15  By abolishing in His [own crucified] flesh the enmity – feud - [caused by] the Law with
its decrees and ordinances [which He annulled]; that He from the two might create in Himself one new
man [one new quality of humanity out of the two], so making peace.'' 

      As we have stated earlier that the whole of the Bible is aimed at one thing & that is bringing to pass
the perfection of God's greatest Creation MAN.  In reality it is that we man are coming to a realisation of
what already is ours. God's priority is & always has been His Temple, the past problem has been in our
locating the site of that Temple.  Well the answer is right where you are 'ye are the temple of God'  the
verses we have just quoted is aimed once again as to what is happening in God's temple both singular &
corporate.  'He has broken down (destroyed, abolished) the hostile dividing wall between – in – us.'  The
Jew & Gentile are really representative of our dual nature, - our mistaken lowered self consciousness - as
differing from - our true higher Christ consciousness- the true aim of God is that he  ''that He from the
two might create in Himself  one new man [one new quality of humanity out of the two],  so making
peace.''  thus ending the feud.  James Moffatt puts it this way,  'he put  an end to the feud'  the hostile
dividing wall within, or between our two identities has really been abolished, but of course it is up to us to
use our faith once we know the truth.  To date the lowered false self has despised the things representing
the things of God for they have always been foolishness to him.  But once the mighty powerful love
personality of the Christ self comes into action then that hostility begins to cease, this, if you can receive it
is the true site of where every knee must bow & every tongue shall confess that Jesus Christ is Lord, is to
occur, it is WITHIN.  The Gentile within will bow to the spiritual Jew even our Christ self.  The son's that
are now experiencing this are of course are ahead of this time.

The Two Shall Become One.

It is in the will of God that our DUALITY IS TO CEASE & that the two will & must become ONE,
unfortunately because of past teaching this has been hidden from the majority of believers.

      ''Jews demand miracles and Greeks – gentiles - want wisdom,  23  but our message is Christ the
crucified — a stumbling-block to the Jews, 'sheer folly'  to the Gentiles,   24  but for those who are
called, whether Jews or Greeks, a Christ who is the power of God and the wisdom of God.  25  For the
'foolishness' of God is wiser than men, and the 'weakness' of God is stronger than men.''  1Cor 1:22-
25.  MOFFATT.  

      This message is not a stumbling block to the true spiritual Jew, our higher Christ consciousness but it
is a stumbling block to the unenlightened unloved gentile, or our lowered consciousness.  I see this not
only  as  a  literal  Jewish  & Gentile  understanding  in  which  there  was  DISHARMONY but  when  He
mentions that  that He from the two might create in Himself  one new man,  as their was disharmony
between the Jew & the Greek so within us their has been a  DISHARMONY between our two identities
within us, our Jew & Gentile as it were.  Actually our mistaken identity is really a distortion of what is
true because the VEIL has caused us to see things in a deluded way, for the truth of what the whole man
- spirit, soul & body -  when truly seen through & by our Christ eyes or our  true Christ self  without
distortion is exactly how God views us. 
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Bringing The Feud To An End.
 
''And [He designed] to reconcile to God both [Jew and Gentile, united] in a single body by means of
His cross,  thereby killing the mutual enmity  and bringing the  feud to an end. And He came and
preached the glad tidings of peace to you who were afar off and [peace] to those who were near.''     
Eph 2:16-17. 
      Once the veil is lifted in our understanding, the feud or the so called war is over. What is it we have
always thought was our  mutual enemy?  FLESH of COURSE!! I do not believe that this is referring to
our flesh that we can actually see & touch.  This flesh is actually our lowered state or understanding. An
indicator of where we are in our thinking, will be found in three ways of viewing Christ. 1. Is historically,
biblically or intellectually or  merely as a human being. 2. Is  that we see Him a little higher as a signs &
wonders Man, a prophet who knew all about peoples lives. 3. Many of us have come to know Him within
ourselves in the realm of the Shekinah & have come to a realisation of a duality of consciousness.....  But
many of us are still viewing the tree of life as opposed to the tree of good & evil in our minds.  There is
really no enmity; only in our lowered conscious mind.  Why? Well that which 'was hostile to us in our
wicked minds,' CHRIST  ''Cancelled and  blotted out and wiped away the handwriting of the note
(bond) with its legal decrees and demands which was in force and stood against us (hostile to us). This
[note with its regulations, decrees, and demands] He set aside and cleared completely out of our way
by nailing it to [His] cross.''  Col 2:14.  And ''killing the mutual enmity – enemy, or our distorted or
lowered consciousness - & bringing the feud to an end came & preached peace''.  Now my danger is
that if I mingle ARTIFICIAL LIGHT thinking with SUPERNATURAL LIGHT understanding I can confuse
the whole issue & miss the whole point. I MUST REALISE THAT THE FEUD HAS COME TO AN END, IT
IS OVER. This works both ways, I must agree with the with CHRIST who is within me as opposed to
RELIGIOSITY which would tell me that the feud is not over, also I must listen to the now understanding
I am seeing in the written Word. 

       ''So that you are not deficient in any grace, awaiting the unveiling of our Lord Jesus Christ,  Who
will be  confirming you also until the  consummation,  unimpeachable in the day of our Lord Jesus
Christ."  1Co 1:7-8. CLV.   The consummation is when the two shall become one, when my mistaken
identity or my to date wilful soul bows in adoration to her lover & husband to be & says…Tell me,  O
you whom my soul loves,---- For why should I [as I think of you] be as a veiled one straying beside the
flocks of your companions?  Song of Sol AMP 1:7b  As we in our mistaken 'soul – feminine - identity'
unreservedly give full allegiance to our one & only true lover Christ - our true identity - & He likewise to
us, we will realise that I am no longer a veiled one & that there is nothing between us as He is not holding
anything back, only we in our constraint or unwillingness - of our mistaken identity - to give our all has
been a large contributing factor for the veil. 

      ''For our realm is inherent in the heavens,   out of which we are awaiting a Saviour also, the Lord,
Jesus Christ,  21 Who will  transfigure the body of our humiliation, to conform it  to the body of His
glory, in accord with the operation which enables Him even to subject all to Himself."   Phil 3:20-21.
CLV.   Transfigure a very interesting & wonderful concept, this is really what is happening in part even
now, but Oh think of the finality of what Paul is saying here, he who was caught up into the Third
Heaven was given  even a Tabernacles understanding, oh yes Paul saw much more than we give him
credit for.  Then Peter gives us a further clue to Paul's understanding in saying ''till you do inherit the
salvation which is all  ready to be revealed at the last hour.''  1Pe 1:5b Moffatt. 'the final salvation''
Amp.

   ''Thy will be done in earth as it is in heaven.'  Both heaven & earth are in you & I, OURSELVES we
are awaiting the full revelation of the Saviour which is inherent within us in our heaven, 'out of which
we are awaiting a Saviour'  who will  'transfigure the body of our humiliation,'  & the result will be
that He will 'conform it to the body of His glory,''  & it will be  'in accord with the operation to subject
all to Himself.'  And as it is & always has been in our heaven that veil will be removed & so the heavenly
will, will be performed in our EARTH or lowered consciousness.  And just what does that mean?  The
feud  will  be  over  &  the  two  will  become  one  &  'Truth  shall  spring  out  of  the - our  -  earth;'
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Psa 85:11 KJV.  ''hoping for and hurrying the presence of God's day, because of which the heavens, –
what some people imagine are divine or true - being on fire, - puroo, Gods purging fire in us - will be
dissolved, and the elements - of our old man or lower self - decompose – melt - by combustion! 13 Yet
we, according to His promises, are hoping for new heavens and a new earth, - meaning ourselves - in
which righteousness is dwelling.''  2 Pet 3:12-13. CLV.

''Now, may the God of peace himself consecrate you, every part of each one of you, to His worship and
service, and may your spirit and soul and body be preserved in their entirety blameless at the coming
of our Lord Jesus Christ.  Faithful is He who gives you the divine summons , who also will do it.''
1Thess 5:23. WUEST.........       'who also will perform.' Diag.

Our True Identity.

It is the flesh that is covering or concealing our Christ nature.  When this mistaken identity Consciousness
is set free, through the feast of Tabernacles experience, the two chambers become one.  We have no more
duality between our Soul & our Spirit.  We then are free to be seated with Him in Heavenly places & to
rule & reign with Him in LIFE.....  To further enhance the truth of our true identity, it has been often
queried & pondered as to the true identity of Melchizedek, it states He was ''Without [record of] father
or mother or ancestral line, neither with beginning of days nor ending of life, but, resembling the Son
of God, he continues to be a priest without interruption and without successor.''   I would like to bring
to your attention that all of these qualifications fit our true identity, the Christ who is our true identity, &
that our true identity is that of  Melchizedek the Priest, our true self who was created in  Christ Jesus, & is
without any record of a natural father or mother, neither with beginning or ending of days & without a
successor.  Not only that but,  ''Now observe and consider how great [a personage] this was to whom
even Abraham the patriarch gave a tenth [the topmost or the pick of the heap] of the spoils.''  Heb 7:3-
4. AMP.  Consider that this our true priest Christ, who we really are, a Son of God, has access & is the true
inheritor of the PICK OF THE SPOILS.  And you may ask what are the pick of the SPOILS? Your divine
brothers & sisters!!  Abraham look up at the stars.  How many can you see?   I cannot number them Lord,
well Abraham so shall your seed be.  The promise to Abraham was two-fold as the sand of the sea -  flesh
- & as the stars in the Heavens – Spiritual -  & you & I are children of Abraham.  {And may I say here
that, the middle wall of partition, the feud, will also be broken down & will come to an end & the two, the
stars & the sand, representing our lower & higher selves, SHALL BECOME ONE, both metaphorically &
in actuality with the two separated peoples.}  Amen!!   We are both part of the SPOILS & we are being
given the pick of the SPOILS.  Do we really matter?  Yes & every person we meet matters & as we begin
to understand that  9 ''What eye has not seen and ear has not heard and has not entered into the heart
of man, - flesh -  [all that] God has prepared (made and keeps ready) for those who love Him [who hold
Him in affectionate reverence, promptly obeying Him and gratefully recognising the benefits He has
bestowed].  AND YET the better part of these verses are in the  following, 10  Yet – or BUT - to us God
has unveiled and revealed them by and through His Spirit, for the [Holy] Spirit searches diligently,
exploring and examining everything, even sounding the profound and bottomless things of God [the
divine counsels and things hidden and beyond man's scrutiny].  11  For what person perceives (knows
and understands) what passes through a man's thoughts except the man's own spirit within him? Just
so no one discerns (comes to know and comprehend) the thoughts of God except the Spirit of God.''
1Co 2:9-11. AMP..........'And know you not that the Spirit of God dwells in you.'

'The Man of Sin'

The full & true uncovering of the Lord Jesus Christ will not come except the man of sin is revealed in the
Temple.  Contrary  to  ARTIFICIAL  LIGHT  belief  as  opposed  to  SUPERNATURAL  LIGHT
understanding.  The man of sin or the anti-christ is within every man's carnal nature & unless it is
revealed you will never recognise it.  It is only to the degree that we see the true authentic Christ that we
can recognise the counterfeit.  Is not the man of sin our lowered sin consciousness & false self image?
This man of sin is going to present himself as God, so He takes His seat in the Temple of  God.  You are
the Temple of God.    ''who opposes & exalts himself above every so called god or object of worship, so
that he takes his seat in the Temple of God, displaying himself as being God''  2Thess 2:4.
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'' Christ the Antidote regarding Death''

There's an Idol in the Home.

In  each  & every  one  of  us  we  have  a  Ruler.  Sometimes  we  mistake  as  to  who  is  Ruling,  old  Mr
Religiosity  - our mistaken identity -  is quite often mistaken for our  Christ self or true identity   & puts
himself on the throne 'sitting in the place where he ought not, THE TEMPLE,' if we allow him to stay
there, this is IDOLATRY a false god or an IDOL.  Sometimes, especially as we are progressing it is not
always easy to know the difference, but right now an intensive spiritual work is in progress &  ''that
hidden principle of rebellion against Christ's constituted authority is already at work in the world & is
being revealed & taken out of the way'' or taken out from within ourselves. These false images of God,
Idols, constitute IDOLATRY.  Also this one who sits on the throne our lowered consciousness will never,
never-ever tell you the truth regarding your  TRUE IDENTITY. He cannot & will not ever see it, he will
hedge around & tell you anything & everything but the truth, & that truth is that you were made in the
IMAGE OF GOD, & for the true understanding of that IMAGE we must look to the full understanding of
the Christ who is GOD & is 'GOD' IN US' & is our true identity.  For a guide as to who we are listening to,
ask yourself the question WHO AM I ? If the answer comes back any less than that you are a full brother
to Jesus Christ it is not from your true God self.
     
     Rom 8:30 Amp.“And those whom He thus foreordained, He also called; and those whom He called,
He also justified (acquitted, made righteous, putting them into right standing with Himself). And those
whom He justified, He also glorified [raising them to a heavenly dignity and condition or state of
being].'' 
      Then again in,  Col 2: 9-10. Amp.“For in Him the whole fullness of Deity (the Godhead) continues
to dwell in bodily form [giving complete expression of the divine nature].  10.   And you are in Him,
made full and having come to fullness of life [in Christ you too are filled with the Godhead--Father,
Son and Holy Spirit--and reach full spiritual stature]. And He is the Head of all rule and authority [of
every angelic principality and power].''   If we claim to be in TABERNACLES & our answer to the above
question, Who Am I?  Is anything less than what we have just read we have been deceived by the one
who is sitting in the place where he ought not. Surreptitiously this one will delude us & will every time
want to make us less than what we truly are, & will  never, ever tell us the truth regarding our TRUE
IDENTITY. And furthermore if we believe him, we have put him in the place of ruler-ship & he is
''sitting in the Temple, where he ought not'  & this is an IDOL. But Praise God for the revealing of
Himself in us.  
This last paragraph is taken from one of our earlier articles. Part 21. “The Man of our Mistaken Identity.”  Also in this article I have gleaned
several thoughts from “Seven Day Son-Rise” written by Michael Wood.

Being made conformable to His death.

The fellowship of His sufferings is actually in essence a death to the self life.

Written by Ralph Knowles.    March 2011. 

All previous parts of this series can be accessed at.
   www.rwknowles.com

If we have been prone to human error in this article it is not purposely, & I trust that a little kindness would allow for any fault, & that we will
consider & imbibe the better or spiritual part of that which is presented & intended. RWK..
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	It is the flesh that is covering or concealing our Christ nature. When this mistaken identity Consciousness is set free, through the feast of Tabernacles experience, the two chambers become one. We have no more duality between our Soul & our Spirit. We then are free to be seated with Him in Heavenly places & to rule & reign with Him in LIFE..... To further enhance the truth of our true identity, it has been often queried & pondered as to the true identity of Melchizedek, it states He was ''Without [record of] father or mother or ancestral line, neither with beginning of days nor ending of life, but, resembling the Son of God, he continues to be a priest without interruption and without successor.'' I would like to bring to your attention that all of these qualifications fit our true identity, the Christ who is our true identity, & that our true identity is that of Melchizedek the Priest, our true self who was created in Christ Jesus, & is without any record of a natural father or mother, neither with beginning or ending of days & without a successor. Not only that but, ''Now observe and consider how great [a personage] this was to whom even Abraham the patriarch gave a tenth [the topmost or the pick of the heap] of the spoils.'' Heb 7:3-4. AMP. Consider that this our true priest Christ, who we really are, a Son of God, has access & is the true inheritor of the PICK OF THE SPOILS. And you may ask what are the pick of the SPOILS? Your divine brothers & sisters!! Abraham look up at the stars. How many can you see? I cannot number them Lord, well Abraham so shall your seed be. The promise to Abraham was two-fold as the sand of the sea - flesh - & as the stars in the Heavens – Spiritual - & you & I are children of Abraham. {And may I say here that, the middle wall of partition, the feud, will also be broken down & will come to an end & the two, the stars & the sand, representing our lower & higher selves, SHALL BECOME ONE, both metaphorically & in actuality with the two separated peoples.} Amen!! We are both part of the SPOILS & we are being given the pick of the SPOILS. Do we really matter? Yes & every person we meet matters & as we begin to understand that 9 ''What eye has not seen and ear has not heard and has not entered into the heart of man, - flesh - [all that] God has prepared (made and keeps ready) for those who love Him [who hold Him in affectionate reverence, promptly obeying Him and gratefully recognising the benefits He has bestowed]. AND YET the better part of these verses are in the following, 10 Yet – or BUT - to us God has unveiled and revealed them by and through His Spirit, for the [Holy] Spirit searches diligently, exploring and examining everything, even sounding the profound and bottomless things of God [the divine counsels and things hidden and beyond man's scrutiny].  11  For what person perceives (knows and understands) what passes through a man's thoughts except the man's own spirit within him? Just so no one discerns (comes to know and comprehend) the thoughts of God except the Spirit of God.''   1Co 2:9-11. AMP..........'And know you not that the Spirit of God dwells in you.'

